For Spaces & Species field trips
MEETING LOCATION & DIRECTIONS to:
Daniels Nature Center (Skyline Ridge OSP)/ Russian Ridge OSP parking lot

School groups will meet their Outdoor Education Leaders at the Russian Ridge OSP parking lot near the northwest corner of Skyline Boulevard (Highway 35) and Page Mill/Alpine Road intersection. There are several travel options to reach this location. If traveling by bus, note that Page Mill Road is the most winding route.

Please review the alternative routes listed below (and refer to the map) to navigate to the meeting site from your school location; choose the route that is best for your group, considering whether you will travel in personal vehicles or bus (provide route alternatives to bus drivers):

- **From I-280 in Palo Alto area**, take the Page Mill Road exit and drive southwest up Page Mill Road (toward the mountains and coast) for 9 miles. When you reach Skyline Boulevard (stop sign) proceed across the intersection to Alpine Road. The Russian Ridge Open Space Preserve parking lot is immediately on the right. It will take about 35 minutes to travel from I-280 to the parking lot.

- **From the coast**, take Highway 92 east to Skyline Boulevard, turn right (south) and travel 19.7 miles to the intersection of Alpine Road/Page Mill Road. Turn right on Alpine Road. The Russian Ridge Open Space Preserve parking lot is immediately on the right.

- **From I-280, north of Menlo Park**, either Highway 84 (Woodside Road) or Highway 92 can be taken west up to Skyline Boulevard (Highway 35). From Highway 84 turn left (south) on Skyline Boulevard and travel 7.2 miles; from Highway 92 turn left (south) on Skyline Boulevard and travel 19.7 miles -- to the intersection of Alpine Road/Page Mill Road. Turn right on Alpine Road. The Russian Ridge Open Space Preserve parking lot is immediately on the right.

- **From Highway 9 in the Los Gatos/Saratoga area**, travel west up to Skyline Boulevard, (Highway 35) turn right (north) and travel 6.3 miles to the intersection of Alpine Road/Page Mill Road. Turn left on Alpine Road. The Russian Ridge Open Space Preserve parking lot is immediately on the right.